Introduction
The notion of the balanced situation in the theory of conflicts is introduced iibll] and investigated in 121,13]. Such a situation exists iff some system of linear algebraic equations has a non-negative solution. The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such a solution, introduced in
[2], is investigated. The notion of stable and unstable balanced situation is introduced and investigated.
Let us quote here some definitions from 13). Let X be a finite set with card X = n&2. Elements of X will be called objects.
By
we denote a partial function describing relation between objects x,y e X: a conflict iff f(x,y) =-1, a cooperation iff "P(x,y) =+1
and a neutrality iff (x,y)€X -D"P, where DfP denotes the domain of V . Ve assume that D*P is a reflexive and symmetric relation on J. Wqsowski X, "P(x,x) =+1 for every xeX and f(x,y)=f{y,x) foi every {x,y)eD"P. we denote a function describing strengths of objects x e X. 
J. WqsowsH
From Lemma 1 we obtain, that the function fly) is non-negative in .the set Y^ iff inequality in 12Y is satisfied foi every v non-empty set Ie2 .
Considering all the sets Ke3 we obtain (2) as the necessary and sufficient condition of the existence of the balanced strategy in the situation S. The proof is complete.
Therefore, the situation S=(X,?,p) is the balanced situation iff the inequality in (2) is satisfied for every Ie3. It can be
shown, that if f satisfies some additional conditions, then the inequality in (2) does not have to be tested for some sets from 3. Now we shall formulate two such conditions, which will be used in the future.
Let I,Ie3. If IcI and then the inequality in (2) is satisfied for T, provided it is satisfied for I.
II. Let N n =AuB, with A,B*0 and AnB=0. If for any ieA and for any jeB (i,j)eC then it is sufficient to test the inequality in (2) only for Ie3 such that IcA or IcB. Indeed, for the remaining Ie3 the set is the sum of the separable sets and I£, where I'= InA, I"= InB.
Stable and unstable balanced situations
Let S denote the family of all balanced situation for given X and "P. 
